
 
-Monday, March 6th- Parent Education Event,

6-7pm- "Montessori at Home"
 

-Sunday, March 12th- Daylight Savings Time
begins

 
-Monday, April 3rd- Wednesday, April 5th-

First and Second Year P/T Conferences
 

-Thursday, April 6th- Annual Easter Egg Hunt-
10am (half-day of school)

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Sound of theSound of the
WeekWeek  

Schedule:Schedule:
  

Week of Mar. 6..."q" (queen)Week of Mar. 6..."q" (queen)
Week of Mar. 13..."y" (yarn)Week of Mar. 13..."y" (yarn)
Week of Mar. 20..."v" (violin)Week of Mar. 20..."v" (violin)
Week of Mar. 27..."x" (fox,Week of Mar. 27..."x" (fox,

box)box)
Week of April 3...no SOWWeek of April 3...no SOW

  
  
  

  
  
  
 

 

"Luck can only get you so far."- J.K. Rowling

The CHThe CH  ConnectionConnection
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@ the children's house

montessori school of ocean

springs
 

March 2023March 2023

Important DatesImportant Dates  
to Remember:to Remember:

Eric Cox- March 1st- 5 yrs. old
Irwin Sparks- March 14th- 4 yrs. old
Jonas Miller- March 18th- 4 yrs. old

Groves Orrison- March 19th- 4 yrs. old
Jeremy Schultz- March 19th- 4 yrs. old

Rowan Reid- March 21st- 5 yrs. old
 

Mark your calendars for p/t
conferences. They will be held on

Monday April 3rd, 
Tuesday, April 4th, and Wednesday,
April 5th during the afternoon/early

evening hours . An email and sign-up
sheet will be sent later this month 

 

Attention: First and
Second Year Parents...



The classroom is such a lively and enthusiastic place! It is be fun to see St. Patrick's Day and Spring themed
work and mediums being used around our different areas of study. *Here's what is new or has been added in

each area:
Practical Life: Added in this month are some more difficult concepts like pouring into a strainer, using a

garlic press, and pouring using a funnel. There is also more difficult spooning, tonging, twisting, and
stringing. The children are also being introduced to harder opening/closing, matching, unlocking/locking

different types of locks, and sorting with more challenging objects. Ask your children about making tea! The
children are making cold brew tea for themselves and one other friend. A timer for steeping and cleanup is

all part of the process. 
Art: The children are really drawn to our art area this year. It is filled with amazing project ideas that allow
them to use all types of mediums and materials such as: watercolors, markers, crayons, paint, glue sticks,

and white (liquid) glue. They have been creating things like collages with cut beads, paper scraps, etc. Sound
of the week coloring pictures are always a hit, but lately, making crowns and Mardi Gras masks have been the
most fun for everyone! We are mixing colors together and learning about shades with paints and watercolors
as well. We believe that art should be independent and free for the child to create and perform at their own

level and ability. Introducing different skills and materials are our main focus as the year progresses.
Coloring and drawing materials for free art expression are always out for the children.

Language: Besides the concepts that are constantly being worked on in this area, work with a Spring theme
or Ocean theme has been added. Your children are learning about spacial awareness (behind, in front,

besides, under, etc) by using sea shells to picture cards provided. Along with learning sounds and
recognition of letters, children are working on many pre-reading concepts like matching, patterning, things

that go together, opposites, and rhyming words. Kindergarteners have been focusing specifically on
punctuation (period, question mark, and exclamation mark) along with parts of speech (nouns and verbs),

and complete sentences in some of their recent language work. They have also begun journaling each day. In
penmanship, SOW practice is a constant along with handwriting practice paper work! Tracing paper for

shapes and name writing is very popular right now. Ask your children about the rice
tray. They are able to write letters using this--this could be something easily made and used at home as well.

Math: The children are busy counting adding, ordering and comparing numbers and quantities. The "bank"
work (golden beads/place value) is being used more and the children who are ready for this work are

building complex numbers and gaining a better understanding of larger numbers. We have also been working
on Fractions this month (whole, half, 1/3 and 1/4 specifically). The children are also doing simple graphing to
9. The study of measurement will soon make its way to this area with an understanding of what an inch is and

how to use and measure with a ruler. Along with having a new number and secret counting box each week,
we have now added in an estimation jar filled with different objects and a different amount each time. The
children are trying to improve their skills of making educated guesses each week and it is fun to count and

check their guesses each Friday to see how close they got!
Geography: Our study of Africa will continue some into March. The animals that live there are everyone's

favorite part! We are looking forward to hearing from Wendell's dad about time he spent in Africa in the next
few weeks. We will look at and study the ocean(s) after leaving Africa. This will be a large unit on the animals
and creatures of the ocean, the layers, and much more! The children are loving the more difficult continent
work available in this area as well. Inner earth work is well under way as well as our Solar System work. Can

your child sing the planet song to you?!
Science: We are now focusing on the Frog/Amphibians in Zoology and the leaf and flower in Botany. "Sink vs.
Float" will be coming to this area soon along with the start of our study of the simple machines at the end of
the month. We will begin with the screw and the wedge and then introduce another one or two as the weeks

continue. Science is always a fun and hands-on learning area in our classroom!
Sensorial: Extension work is very popular in this area. Combining the brown stairs, red rods, and pink tower
to create new shapes and designs are a favorite for many of the children. Color box 3 has been introduced

and the children are arranging colors from light to dark and will soon be using famous art pieces to single out
colors, etc. Understanding the rainbow and paperwork in this area are also well-loved at the moment.

*Children are working at their own pace and mastery in all areas of the Montessori Classroom. The wide
variety and skill level provides what each child needs and the teachers observe, move them along, and

provide extension work when they are ready. Some work mentioned might be something a first year student
is doing or might be work that just a Kindergartener is ready for. That's the beauty of the Montessori Method

and multi-aged classroom.
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